
 

 

 

 

Snowman Adventures Block 6 

 

 

 

 

Block 6:    Cut the sky fabric  5½" x 13", the lake fabric 5" x 13", the grass 5½" x 13" and the 

snow fabric 3½" x 13". Using the photos as a guide cut the gentle curves and piece the 

background. Press all the seams toward the bottom of the block. 

Prepare the appliques:  In addition to the appliques on the pattern sheets fuse a 2" x 3" 

rectangle of fusible webbing to a piece of fabric to use for the logs in the fire pit.   

After cutting out the tree top cut small holes randomly throughout the appliqué. No tree top is 

solid. There are always bits of sky showing through. 

I fused the fire pit ring to a stone print fabric, and then cut it out following the rocks. Then I cut 

out the center, again following the rocks so what I had looked like a ring of stones. Cut the 

bottom of the fire pit so it is slightly larger than the inside of your ring.   

Cut the 2" x 3" rectangle of log fabric into random widths ⅛" to ¼" and trim them to length 

when you are building the fire. 

Prepare the remaining appliques. 

Begin by positioning the tree trunk and tree top. Fuse in place and edge stitch. Next place the 

tent and tent door and fuse and edge stitch. I stitched a narrow zig-zag down the center of the 

door to represent the zipper to open and shut the tent door. Set the cooler alongside the tent 

and fuse in place. Edge stitch the sides and bottom of the cooler and then edge stitch the top of 

the cooler with white thread in a wide satin stitch.  

 

 

 



Place the fire pit ring but do not fuse it until you place the back leg and body of the snowman. 

Position the snowman so he is leaning slightly forward toward the campfire.  Fuse and edge 

stitch the snowman's leg and body. Add the boot to that leg, fuse and edge stitch. Position the 

other leg and boot, then his vest and other arm. Finish the snowman by adding his nose and hat  

Replace the fire pit with the bottom under it. Fuse and edge stitch the rock ring. I free motioned 

circles around the rocks. At your ironing surface position the logs and flames in the fire pit. Use 

a free motion stitch and orange thread to stitch the campfire. 

Position the marshmallow over the fire, fuse and edge stitch. Straight the fork with gray thread 

from the marshmallow to the snowman's hand then use red thread and a satin stitch to stitch 

the handle of the fork.  

Use a black marker to draw the snowman's eye and smile.  

Additional Wall Hanging Directions: Cut two 1" x 12½" strips for fabric for the first narrow 

borders and then two 3½" x 12½´strips for the other borders. Add them to the top and bottom 

of the wall hanging.  

I added a small white button over the marshmallow and then 5 more small "marshmallows" in 

the bottom border. 

The sun in the top border is a ¾" yellow hexagon with rays coming from the corners and the 

center of the hexagon sides. A circle would work just as well. 

Square and trim the wall hanging and bind. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                


